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Introduction: The notion DINERGY was introduced by the eminent Architect-Graphician-
Researcher György DOCZI in his extraordinary book [1], with the following considerations:  

„„Meny terms refer to aspects of the pattern-forming process of the union of opposites, but 
strangely enough none expresses its generative power. Polarity refers to opposites but 
without the indication that something new is being born. Duality and dichotomy indicate 
division, but do not mean joining. Synergy indicates joining and cooperation, but does not 
refer specifically to opposites. Since there is no adequate single word for this universal 
pattern-creating process, a new word, DINERGY, is proposed. DINERGY is made up of two 
Greek words: dia- „across, through, opposite”, and „energy”. In the daisy this dinergic energy 
is the creative energy of organic growth. To what extent other plants show dinergic pattern 
formations shall be our next concern.”” 

 However, organic growth requires organic matter! The idea of the dinergy- (and trinergy-) 
spiral(s) was launched within the Whole Periodic System [2] too, but the idea of the organic 
matter was included only within the Extended Whole Periodic System [3], in form of bionic 
structured dual of the well-known nucleonic structured matter [4]. The dual evolution of 
this gyroscope-like structure [5] on the Big Cosmic Octavic Levels – as spherical/nucleonic 
structured phase of the General Cosmic Evolution – is going on through the etheronic 
transition/start elements [6], respectively the Big Cosmic Pentatonic Levels – as its bionic 
structured phase – followes a helical-toroidal successive transformation process [7]. This 
cyclic alternation takes place between a succession of big cosmic explosions and implosions. 
This grandiose structure is functioning like a DJED-column, it is a DJED DINERGY system. 
Approaching this Cosmic Architecture through the spheric-toroidal duality, resulted a 
Dynamic Dual (DD) Model of the Cosmic Evolution (1), of which representation/description 
with help of the DOCZI – convergent and divergent – spirals requires a new interpretation of 
the spacetime/timespace structure, which is fibrous, the earlier classical Newtonian 
continuous/compact one being only an extreme/imaginary case (2.1.-2.2.). These contrary 
rotating vortexes are interchanging/interpenetrating each other, around an imaginary axis, 
called World Axis or Axis Mundi. In this vision it’s necessary an adequate reinterpretation 
of the string- and superstring theory! These two kind DOCZI dinergy-spirals are present on 
every cosmic level, from the tiniest to the hugest possible. So, the above presented DOCZI 
spirals are dinergic reconstructions of the Atlantic Sundial/Architectonica Perspeciva 
(convergent), respectively Abalone/Haliotis Asinina (divergent) sea snail shells. In any case, 
this dinergic structure is composed by a circular-radial frame around a centre, from which 
start the convergent or divergent directory radii, wandering all over the dinergic trajectories.  

Description: Within our fractal-like structured Universe, from the multitude of dinergic 
structures on higher scales/cosmic levels, the most remarcable are the following. 

First of all, the cosmic evolutionary model sketched in (1) and described in [7] – contrary to 
the general accepted Big Bang [8] and to the numberless other world-models – represents 
the almighty DJED-DINERGY, it is an all-embracing DJED-COLUMN (by Mario Pincherle 
ZED), like the Mesopotamian (14.), Egyptian (9.2.) and other representations (10.1.), with a 
base/foot (Big Explosion), trunk (Nucleonic Structured/Einstein Big Octavic Phase), neck (Big 
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Implosion) and head (Bionic Structured/Ginzburg Big Pentatonic Phase). This world-model, 
based on the DUALITY on every cosmic level, starting with the convergency and 
divergency of the DOCZI dinergy spirals, can be described as a logistic-hyperbolastic 
equation system with duality parameters [7], of which rising cycle corresponds to the bionic 
structured phase, respectively the falling cycle to the nucleonic structured one, and the 
transition to the inflection point. However, the General Cosmic Evolution takes place in 
conformity with the Vortex model (3.2.), the Big Octavic Levels being intercalated between 
the Big Pentatonic series, as in the musical system (4.1.). Every Big Cosmic Octavic Level 
[3] permeates the same evolution, like our actual Atomic-Subatomic BCO Level (3.1.), in 
conformity with the functioning mechanism sketched in [6], which reflect the fractal-
holographic-synergetic twin-doubled structure of the Universe, with successive transforming 
in each other and grouping of the chemical elements.on the cosmic levels: Earth, Solar 
System, Photon-Belt, Orion-Arm, Milky-Way, Galaxy-Clusters, Universe. The Bionic/World-
axis is perpendicular to the plane of the 8 axes formed by the 558 elements and 2 pre-
elements organized in 76 periods and 7 steps, the Etheron [11] being the start/transition 
element to the neighbouring BCO Levels, within the mentioned Cosmic Vortex (3.2.) and 
Musical (4.1.) models, but with intercalating of the bionic elements series. In this way, the 
cosmic evolution is not linear, and not unidirectional, it is double spiral-like [9], as resultant of 
the longitudinal and transversal oscillations, along or perpndicular to the axis, and the Start-
Etherons of each BCO Level are results of the implosions of every cosmic level.  

Both dinergy-spirals follow the Golden Mean/Section [9], the Le Corbusier’s Modulor-like 
organic growing/increasing/expanding being present within every cosmic process/incident, 
but only together with its Dual – the Chaos – (Fig. 0. of [9]). So, the turning-points of the 5.3 
Billion years terrestrial evolution are marked by global-, and fractal-like smaller destructions. 
The actually considered terrestrial age of 4.6 Billion years refers to the „term of office” of our 
Sun, the previous one was the actual planet Uranus, and the next one will be the Jupiter [10]. 
The convergent dinergy-spiral (2.1.) is levogir polarized, main characteristic of the bionic 
structured matter, respectively of the Ginzburg/toroidal cosmic evolutionary phase (1), 
with five decreasing hyper-toruses surrounded by hyper-spherical cages, after the multiversal 
explosion with the Ginzburg-helyxes and -toryxes [12], till the horn-toroidal implosion. 
The divergent dinergy-spiral (2.2.) is dextrogir polarized, characteristic of the nucleonic 
structured matter, respectively of the Einstein/spherical cosmic evolutionary phase (1), 
with seven increasing spheres embedded in toruses, ending with the multiversal explosion. 
The intersecting directory-radius of the spiral marks the dinergic etheronic transitions, 
respectively the chaotic transitions within the Big Cosmic Octavic levels of this phase [6, 9]. 
Within the successive fractal/musical structure (4.1.) of the Big Cosmic Vortex [3](3.2.), the 
nucleonic structured/Einstein phase, with a total of 362,879.159 By duration/12.723 By 
rotation=28,522 cycles, represents only 1/6 of the Whole Cosmic Cycle, so its duration will 
be 6x362,879.159 By=2,177.3 Billion terrestrial years (contrary to the 13.7 By „cosmic age”). 
Our Universe is composed of 3 galaxy-clusters (Milky-Way, Andromeda, Triangulum), 
functioning as spiral arms, which hold on coffee-cup effect-like to each other [6] (ancient 
presentetions), forming the Multiverse-component Virgo super-cluster. Really, the Big 
Cosmic Cycle followes the DJED COLUMN PATTERN, with a 7-sequenceal trunk and 5-
sequenceal head, producing a 12-sequenceal DJED DINERGIC ENERGY (1) (9.2., 15.) [8]. 

Our immediate cosmic vecinity refers to the 31.794 My rotation Atomic-Subatomic BCO 
period, which coincides with the evolution of the Photon-Belt along the Orion-Arm of our 
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Milky-Way Galaxy (4.2.). This relatively young galaxy with only four regular spiral arms, and 
with a 222.558 My rotation period, had ejaculated from its core a fifth irregular, Orion-Arm, 
intersecting the four regular arms in periods of 25,920x6x50x4=31.104 My, determining the 
creation of the cosmic races dragon, reptile, paleo-mammal and mammal [13], of which 
connections are reflected within the Great Pyramid (10.1.). These intersectionings are 
reflected in form of topple over and revandering of the terrestrial rotation axis (4.2.). Our SUN 
(the Sun-God HELIOS by Hesiod) is vandering all over dextrogire polarized solenoid/Doczi 
divergent dinergy spiral-like the levogire polarized Doczi convergent dinergy spiral-like 
toroidal PHOTON-BELT (5.1.), which accomplishes 4 rotations of 7.776 My (=300 solenoid 
steps of 25,920 terrestrial years/Cosmic/Platonic year, composed by 6 sequences of 7x7+1= 
50 steps) between two successive intersections of the Orion-Arm with the four regular arms. 
It exists a third – HEMERA/Dryson [14] cycle of 31,746 years – with 222,222 years octave, 
and 1,000-times multiple 31.746 My (12.1.). HEMERA (third generation God by Hesiod, with 
the Sun-God Helios and Moon-God Selena together) is a hidden accompanying of the SUN. 
The solenoid/spiral-like evolution of these three Hesiodean Gods/Cosmic Beings HEMERA-
HELIOS-SELENA along the PHOTON-BELT takes place respectively outside – on the 
surface – inside of this 6-times twisted torus, contrary to the Pleyadean model [15]. The 
other components of this wonderful cosmic „Swiss clock/watch” are the 12-componental 2-
times twisted Ecliptic torus and the 3-componental 3-times twisted Polar-Circle torus, the 
intersections forming a grandiose double-cross shaped dimension-gates system (5.1.). The 
Galactic North-Pole (NGC 6543) situated on the Ecliptic Axis, and in the centre of the 
Polar Circle (5.2.) tangent to the Photon-Belt at the Vega/Lyra, it is within the „stomach” of 
the constellation Draco/Dragon (5.3.), its terrestrial projection being the Rosia-Poieni Peak 
/Western-Carpathians within the Carpathian-Chain, a projection of the constellation (11.1.), 
other more earlier projection being the „Asian Carpathians” (11.2.). The levogire evolving 
precessional cone, really is an open/pseudo-cone (6.1.) with variable ecliptic angle (6.2.). 

The coordination of the cosmic evolution along the PHOTON-BELT by the SUN-GOD takes 
place in the first two phases alone, but in the next four phases with more and more complex 
divine teams/Creator Gods, gradual created by the SUN-GOD (7), starting from the loadstar 
Vega of the constellation Lyra, the milestone loadstars being Arcturus/Bootes, Regulus/ 
Leo, Sirius/Canis Major, Aldebaran/Taurus, Sirrah/Andromeda, and finally – through the  
constellation Cygnus/Swan, which includes a black-hole at the splitting of the double-
spiral/ADN-like Orion-Arm [14] – back to Vega/Lyra. Every phase is 50x25920=1,296,000 
years, round 1.3 My long, the last PHOTON-CYCLE of 7.776 My starting 6.5 My ago with 
the Myozen-Spring (7) [14], the phases corresponding to the geological eras Myozen 
Inferior and –Superior, Plyozen Inferior and –Superior, as well as Pleystozen Inferior 
and Superior, at present going over to the Andromeda – Vega phase. Beyond the first two 
phases the divine teams are organized in 1-2-3-5-quaternionic units, in the third phase the 
SUN-GOD creating the Moon-God/Selena/Babba, who itself has created the deities 
Protogone/Ancestral Space and Aeon/Ancestral Time. In the fourth phase HE – in form of 
the Egyptean Amon-Re – created the Enead-Team, the 9 Big Gods, namely the pairs 
Shu/Air – Tephnut/Vapour, Gheb/Earth – Nuth/Sky, Isis/Sirius – Osiris/Orion, Seth/ 
Hyades – Nephtys/Pleyades, referring to the Enead-Phase (8.1.) of the Photon-Belt, 
reflected in form of terrestrial projection called Eneadland (8.2.). The fifth phase began 1.3 
My ago, and ran its course with a team of 16 deities, the following having 25 deities (the 
God-teams follow the square-rule nP

2
P, n=1, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, so their staff it’s 1P

2
P, 1P

2
P, 2P

2
P, 3P

2
P, 4P

2
P, 5P

2
P). 

The constellations along the Photon-Belt are marked with pyramid-complexes along the river 
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Nile. Within the Eneadland (8.2..), the first pyramid-complexes of Heliopolis, projection of 
the Procyon/Canis Minor – JUNNU/INN, and of Letopolis, projection of the Sirius/Canis 
Major – HEM(IUM)/IMM, home of Isis and Horus, are covered over by the Egyptean capital 
Cairo, but the projections of the constelletions Orion and Taurus are visible in our time too, 
especially the Orion-Belt pyramids of Gizah, with the Orion-stargate Memphys – AJAN over 
the hands of Orion, respectively the Sakkara/body of Taurus and Dahsur/Hyades/head of 
Taurus complexes. In this vision, the following pyramid-complexes on the course of the Nile 
are the projections of the next constellations/stars along the Photon-Belt, the Eneadland 
ending at the Pleyaden projection, till the Medum zone. So it’s doubtful the hypothesis of 
superposition of the Orion-Belt pyramids over the Swan-pyramids created within a more 
earlier period (Andrew Collins), respectively the similar hypothesis referring to the Sphinx. 

From the well-known Orion-Belt pyramids of Gizah (9.1.) – of which big secret the 12,960 
annual inversion compared to the stars it is – the Great Pyramid is particular, especially 
because of its position, architecture – form, function, structure – and dinergic-energetic role. 
The pharaos (pheros within the epigraphic deciferings[16]) had known and practice usually 
the utilizing of the DJED dinergic energy (9.2.). Beyond the continually produced pyramid-
energy, inside it was realized a DJED-column connected to a dimension/star-gate (10.1.) 
Interestingly, the DJED-column built-in inside the Great Pyramid is presented usually 
partially, only the neck (the King’s Chamber) and the head (Davison Chambers), there are in 
the air. The researcher Mario Pincherle (ZED) sketched first the presumable trunk and base, 
but only a half of the whole high presented in (10.1.). Contrary to its opinion, this DJED-
column was realized at the start, together with the realization of the second building phase, 
not transferred from the stepped pyramid complex of Djoser in Sakkara (realized by the small 
grey Imhotep), since the Great Pyramid was realized in 3 phases: 1) the mastaba-like small 
pyramid with its underground mirrored half, for small people, with the interior service called 
„escape-channel”, having inclination angles of 26 P

0
P (10.2.); 2) its extention with doubling in all 

directions, including axial central/queen’s and inferior/unfinished chambers, respectively near 
the vertical axis a DJED-column, and near the „queen’s chamber” a niche for high people 
(really a recent activated dimension-gate) and two strait (mammal-oriented) „airwaiys”/-holes; 
3) the actual pyramid shape, with stone-covering of 52P

0
P inclination, including the „king’s 

chamber” on the peak of the second phase pyramid (nack of the DJED-column), with access 
through the „grande gallery”, the earlier outer stairs of 26P

0
P to the initial ancient observatory, 

functioning .as a second (dragon- and reptile-oriented) dimension-gate. The DJED-column 
is connected to these two „royal chambers”, and to the „underground chamber”, serving as 
dinergic energy source for the interdimensional travels through these dimension-gates. 
The vertical axes are oriented to the Deneb/Cygnus, but the DJED-column to the Alcyone/ 
Pleyades, which it may be concluded, that their realization is connected to this cosmic race. 

Within the Carpathian Basin/Chain – as projection of the main constellation of the Norther 
Hemisphere, Draco/Dragon – it is a huge light-pyramid [17] with the four „’white corners/ 
cities” Alba Iulia, Záhony/Ung, Székesfehérvár, Belgrad (11.1.) marked by stone-pyramids 
realized in Hemera-octavic series of 31,746 years (the other 3 cities are Jerusalem, Roma, 
Odessa), the Alba Iulia corner being the centre of the double-spiraled, levogire polarized 
Carpathian Vortex, in its vicinity with the projection of the Ecliptic North-Pole, and near the 
opposed corner with the projection of the Galactic North-Pole. The long time ignored 
HEMERA-octave of 31,746x7=222,222 years is determinative in the cosmic evolution (12.1.) 
in general, and on social level especially, in correlation with the environmental conditions. 
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Basically the long-range divine and human evolution are guided by this – big and small – 
octavic periodicity, the last three deity-generations being created 660,000 – 440,000 – 
220,000 years ago, in form of ELOHIM – NEPHILIM – ANNUNNAKI, respectively the above 
mentioned interventions in the human evolution in 31,746 years periods, creating the human-
tipes Pythec-antropus-Neanderthalian-Cromagnon-Homo Sapiens-Homo Sapiens Sapiens, 
parallel with the HELIOS-created divine and human series along the Photon-Belt (7). 
The matriarchal organized ANNUNNAKI’s – as last HEMERA deity-generation’s – evolution 
is reflected in their terrestrial activity (13.), calculated in Nibiruan years SAR=3600 terrestrial 
years, after their home, the „planet” Nibiru, a spacecraft of the Sirius-Sun binar star-system. 
The advance guard/outpost landed in 273,800 BC, being in terrestrial office 8, respectively 
10 SARs (till 245,000 BC, respectively 209,000 BC), the doughters Enki/Alulim and Enlil/ 
Alalgar of the Nibiruan female ruler/phero Anu. Along the 16th-18th SARs (219,800-209,000 
BC) there were created the Nibiruan metal-mining workers Igigi, who realized in Sumer along 
the 19th-21st SARs (209,000BC-201,800BC) the processing centre Bad Tibira (city of the 
cupper-workers), with functioning till its bringing to ruin in 101,000BC (atomic war). After the 
Igigi rebellion in the 25th SAR (187,400BC), the Annunnaki created black human workers 
(Lulu), the Igigi becoming Watchers, creating with interbreeding the African human race. 
After the  atomic war (101,000BC, BENT event, Young Dryas interglaciar) followed the Toba 
supervolcano erruption in 72,200BC, Big Deluge in 50,600BC and in 32,600BC (sinking of 
MU, MA, ATL, the Pleyadean Reptilians ending the Annunnaki domination on the Nibiru, 
Earth, March, Venus, Luna, ruining the whole Solar System., provoking new deluges in 
11,000BC (sinking, Dryas), 5,600BC (Moon-catastrophe) and 3,100BC (Mediterranean Sea). 

 In this vision, the time-structure is circular (12.2.), with intercalating of 300 terrestrial years 
fictitious periods between every 420 terrestrial years real periods on the Earth, corresponding 
to the cosmic night and cosmic daytimes within the 720 terrestrial years long cosmic day. 
Three same days form a cosmic week/zodiacal sign of 3x720=2,160 terrestrial years, and 
six cosmic days form a Biblical period/cosmic month of 6x720=4,320 terrestrial years. So, 
a Cosmic/Platonic year of 25,920 terrestrial years contains 6 cosmic months, 12 cosmic 
weeks and 36 cosmic days. Otherwise the Cosmic year is composed by two dual periods 
of 12,960 terrestrial years called Osiris, respectively Sokaris periods, with sky-inversion 
(5.1.) around the Orion-, respectively Ophiuchus stargates (the ancient big secret of the 
Hermetics). Considering the terrestrial evolution sketched in [9], in correlation with the 
Hemeric evolution (12.1.-13.) – taking into consideration the above clarified time-structure 
– the main events of the last two Cosmic years (from 50,000BC), corresponding to the last 
two – Atlantic and Tibetan – civilizations, are presented in (15.), from which result some 
strange conclusions, based especially on the interpretations of [16]: 1) – .After the Deluge 
provoked by the planet Nibiru (initial Nő-bíró with meaning Woman-phero) in 50,600BC, with 
sinking of the former continents Mu (in the Pacific Ocean), Ma (in the Indian Ocean) and Atl 
(in the Atlantic Ocean), was created the Homo Sapiens inside pyramid complexes within the 
Eurasian Bird (Xian, Visoko, Bucegi) and African territories (Gizah, Atlas) (11.2.), using 
DJED dinergic energy; 2) – After the realizing of Helian/mammal physical humans within the 
Sechuan zone in China, and vandering over the Hymalaya to the Jamuna river in India, this 
people was dispersed by a Hemeric/reptilian people on the whole Earth; 3) – The original 
Egyptian piramids were built in the Biblical periods Adam (Kheops), Seth (Khephren), Enos 
(Djosser) and Kenan (Megherin), till the Pleyadean conquest/Karibian catastrophe caused 
by the Nibiru (of which control was changed too by male rulers) in 32,600BC, when the 
actual covering of the Great Pyramid (of course with the limestone covering together, used 
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later for the construction of moscheys and of the University of Cairo) realized was, with the 
connecting to the DJED-column together; 4) – From this date followed the Pleyadean period.  

Conclusions: Our tighter home, the Earth-Moon system around the Sun, is only one of the 
threads of the ADN-like Photon-Belt, the other thread being its hidden accompanying called 
Hemera (or Nemesis, maybe with its own moon). The first question: why is it indetectable? 
If it is known by the astronomy, why is it unknown for the mankind? The direct result of this 
fact is the multitude of the humanity along the known history, the parallel civilizations, which 
– instead of being coordonation – are subordonation civilizations in detriment of the natives. 
The key question is always the ENERGY-PROBLEM, namely the DINERGIC ENERGY!!!!! 
The DJED is the totality of all ENERGY-FORMS, in mathematical terms the quaternionic 
RESULTANT of the ENERGY-DINERGY-TRINERGY three-interactional system [2]. So, in 
the ENERGY-equivalence formulas result new values within the Matter-Energy-Information 
3-interactional connection. The ancient (and actual) societies utilized (and utilize) distinctive 
the DJED DINERGIC ENERGY, inclusive within the cosmic (inter-)dimensional travels, in the 
genetic manipulations and others, but the time came to consider the mammal race grown up 
by the dragon and reptile cosmic races, within the General Cosmic Evolution [13].    
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Annexes: 

1. –  Dynamic Dual (DD) Cosmic Evolutionary Model; 
2.1. – Convergent Doczi Dinergy-Spiral; 
2.2. – Divergent Doczi Dinergy-Spiral; 
3.1. – Spiral Table of the Whole Periodic System; 
3.2. – Vortex of the Big Cosmic Octaves; 
4.1. – Successive Fractality of the Cosmic Octavic Notes; 
4.2. – Structure of the Milky-Way Galaxy and the Pole-Shifts; 
5.1. – Structure of the Local Universe; 
5.2. – Ecliptic Axis – Galactic North-Pole NGC 6543; 
5.3. – The Constellation Draco/Dragon in the Polar Circle;  
6.1. – The Precessional Pseudo-Cone; 
6.2. – Change of the Ecliptic Angle; 
   7. – Hierarchy of the Creator Gods on the Photon-Belt; 
8.1. – Enead-Phase of the Creator Gods; 
8.2. – Eneadland – Canis Minor-Canis Major-Orion-Hyades; 
9.1. – Orion-Belt Pyramids at the Gizah-Plateau; 
9.2. – DJED-Column Activating in the Ancient Egypt; 

    10.1. – Structure and Realization Phases of the Great Pyramid; 
    10.2. – Congruent Pyramids/Cones Inscribed into a Sphere;  
    11.1. – The Carpathian Vortex and Light-Pyramid; 
    11.2. – The Eurasian Bird: Big Uigur Empire; 
    12.1. – Correlation of the Climatic and Social Evolution; 
    12.2. – Circular Time-Structure Cosmic/Terrestrial; 

 13. – Nibiru Cycles/Sars on the Earth; 
 14. – DJED-Columns in the Ancient Mesopotamia;  
 15. – Period of Atlantic and Tibetan Civilizations;  
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Biology, Logic, Philosophy, History, Archeology, and other disciplines without limits/titles. 
Elaborating new mathematical prognosis models, he extended the Futures Research to the 
Systemic Evolutions Research as a new synthesis in the science, extending it from the 
terrestrial to the cosmic evolution, from the micro- to the macro-world, including the 
Pyramids Research too. Budapest, 19.12.2020.  
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